
Noura Framework Capacity Building Programme 
Inquiries Clarifications: 

 

 

 

1. Initially, Regarding the structure of the training camps, does each training camp 
should be conducted for the duration of 2 days with a total of 10 training days? And 
will the 40 mentors be split to 5 different camps, or will they attend 5 different 
camps in each governorate?   

• Each camp will be carried out in two days; each camp shall serve 40 
mentors.  

• The total number of camps is: 10 the total number of camps in each 
governorate: 5, as we prefer to keep people in their governorate for effective 
costing. 

• The total number of ments: 400.  

• The total number of mentors in each governorate: 200.  
 

 

2. We would like to inquire about the Persona of targeted mentors, are they the same 
as master facilitators? And what is the programme they are expected to deliver in 
the 40 weeks Noura project? that's why we would like to know more details about 
the Noura programme framework for us to constitute a reference for the content 
design of the training camps.  

• All the mentors are just facilitators.  

• Please familiarize yourself with the Noura program by visiting its official FB 
page: 

https://www.facebook.com/NouraOfficialEG   

• In general, the program tackles many topics that include: social empowerment 
topics, financial literacy, hygiene and character building sessions.  

 

 

3. Could you please give us more details about the logistics of the training camps? 
Should we accommodate the mentors during the training camps in the respective 
governorates?  
• No accommodation will be needed because the camps will in the same 

governorates of the mentors.  
  

 

4. Regarding the financials, we would like to inquire about the UN exchange rate, how 
does it differ from the official central bank rate? And is there a specific template for 
the financial proposal?  
• We will accept offers in Egyptian pounds with the UN Rate. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/NouraOfficialEG

